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~ ~J MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 53/1980

(letzter Bericht 1980)

Statistische Modelle und Entscheidungen

~ 14.12. bis 20.12.1980

This meeting was organised by Professor Dr. Viktor Kurotschka

and Professor Dr. Walter Vogel to provide an opportunity for

senior "and younger scientists from different Statistical Schools

to discuss the different approaches and different aspects of

statistical inference as they are in progress now. This meeting

was initiated in the hope that the excellent facilities and the

cor~esponding good atmosphere of the Mathematical Research Insti

tute would ~timulate a discussion on "the state and the directions

of statistical research activities" which would be beyond the

arguments known from the professional literature and would provide

better comrnunication on the subject than the usual big professional

meetings can.

In a number of longer survey talks followed by enganged discussions

~ (continued after dinner) and a number of talks on specific re-

search programms the participants stressed these points from

their individual point of view. But as the meeting proceeded

and in particular during the concluding discussion on Friday after- '

noon chaired by Professor Dr. Willem van Zwet more and more issues

emerged on which common appreciation and agreement has been reached.

This meeting proved once more the st"irnulating and extreme-

ly cornmunicative athmosphere of the Oberwolfach Institute,

a statement made indipendendly by numerous participants of

this meeting, expressing the hope of a possibility to continue

the discussion on these subjects in near future.
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Vortragsauszüge
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On the s:ructure of multivariate statistical .

analysis

rrhe invariant or gearetric fonnulation of the ordinary one-dirrensional

regression analysis reduces the problem af the cxrrplete solution of the

likeli.h.0cx3. inference to the algebraic problem of finding projections on

and c1i.Irensions of subspaces. When i t a:rces to problem; involving the

covariance a similar technique does not exist.

The theory presented in the talk includes a definition of a class of

hypotheses in the nonnal distributions, which oontains all v.ell-behaved

nonnal rrodels and still allow;·to \\Ork out the cxrrplete solution of the

likeli.h.0cx3. inference. This class af m:xIels i s defined by rreans of group

invariance. The naive hut very usefull advantage of a general theory for

statistical rrcdels iso of oourse that 000 is ahle to resolve and ccnplete

Itald exarrples" and create new exanples "00 libitum". The perception of

the rrodels, which is created by the general theory in the invariant

fomnllation, is a rrore ilr{x:>rtant and deeper advantage. This allCMS us

to learn how to transfonn an:i cxrnbi.1ie rrcdels. For exarrple one can cxmstruct

and solve carplicated m:x:lels fran simple rrodels.

BARNOORFF-NIErSEN, o. Exponential Transfonna.tion ~ls

The class of exponential transfonnation nndels, i.e. transformation m:xie1s

which are also exponential faroilies, is investigated. It is shCMll, using

standard exponential family theory, that the. group of transfonnations on .•

the sample Space generating the rrcdel induces affine transfonnation groups

on the pararreter space and on the range space of the mi.niroal sufficient

statistic, the induced groups being in fact representations of the original

transformation group. The rrcdel function rnay be rather explicitly expressed

in t.erms of these representations and it IXlSsesses a number of ilnportant

particular properties. The pJssibility of extending eJqXmeI1tial transfor

nation rrodels to larger (carposite) exponential transfonnation nodels

is considered, such extensions serving, for instance, the purpose of rrcdel

CXJntrol. The inference for (carposite) exponential transfo:r:rration m:x1els is

described in general tenns and a nmnber of exarnples of such nodels is
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discussed. Th.e paper starts with an intrexluction to transfonration nodels

and a unified treatrrent of thei.r distribution theory, requi.red in the

subsequent discussion of the exponential transfannatian nodels.

BEX::KER, G. Sanpling plans fer 'a family ·of oounting 'prcx:esses

The followi.ng problem is considered: given a pure birth process and

sarrpling at tilres 0 = t
o

< t
1

< •••< t n = T with n,T given in advance,

h.cM does one have to choose t
i

to get gcod estimators for the birth

rate A.

Properties of flgcod" schenes which minimize the loss of infonration are

investigated, especially the case n = 2.

It is shcMn hav the results generalize for a wider class of processes

introduced by Aalen, \otlere the intensity of a OOl.D1ting process can be

written as ey(t) with e \.1I'1kncMn and Y observable process.

BERNARIX), J .M. Infonnation Measures in Bayesian Statistics

Th.e role of infonnation rreasures in Bayesian Statistics is described.

Statistical Inference is held to be a particular decision prablen in

which the utility functi.on is a logaritlunic neasure of infomation.

This provides a general fr~ in which ilrix>rtant apP..i.cations to

statistics of infonnation theorical ideas may be studied. In particular,

(i) maxiJni.zation of the expected infonnation is shown to be a particular

instance of maximizing the expected utilityi (ii) Shannon' 5 rreasure of

expected infonnation is used to define refe.ren.re posreriar distributions i

and (iii) an axianatic argurrent is provided to use Kullba.ck I s directede divergenoe as a general rreasure far goodness of fit.

a:x::K, H.H. Testing t\\O alternatives with interm:'rli.ate stages

The usual tests for a hypothesis Ho (density fo' against an alternative H1
(density f 1) have teen generalized by Rüger (~trika 27, 1980) by intro-

ducing 2k + 1 stages or actions (Ho~) A_k ,··.,A_1 ,Ao ' Al' ••• '~(~ H,):

where the decision for "Ai" should supp:>rt the belief in H1 (resp. Ho)

the rrore the greater (the less) the number i is (A ~. flundecidedfl ). This
o

has been fonralized by requiring that a c:x>rresponding decision procedure

<.P = (<.p_k , .• • ,<.Po'··· '<.P+k) should have probabilities Bi = E,tpi (X), 0i = Eotpi (X)

with a high "discriminating power":
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Bi/ai ~ ai,CX_i/B_i ~ bi (i = 1, ... ,k; with two given decreasing sequences

~ > ••• > a 1 > 1, ~ >••• > b, > 1). ~ ~nsider this problem in the frarre

work of decision theory and seek the decision prOCErlure which minirnizes

the Bayesian risk under these side conditions. By analysing the dual

problem and using sare gearetrical considerations we find: 1) For k = 1

(3 stages) the cxmstrained solution can be obtained (in principle)by

cutting off the acceptance regions of the usual Bayesian prOCErlure

(if necessary at all). 2)" Par k = 2 (5 stages) the situation is

different because there are situations (even with nnnotone lasses) a
where in the constrained solution the acceptance region for ~(~ H1) •

is c:x:mposed of tw::> disjoint interva1s (for A = f l /fa) separated by the

acceptance region for A
1

• Insofar these side conditions lead to

sarewhat artificial results.

The basic contrasts of an e?q?eri.lrental design

with special reference to the 'optimality criteria

A general definition of basic contrasts of an experilrental block de~ign

is given. With this cxmcept the three camon optimality criteria

(G-, D- and A-optimality) areredefined in a rrore general sense. Ac

cordingly, also other notions, such as balance ard orthogonality of

block designs, are treated within this generalized awroach. It is

shCMIl that G-optirnality is attained only by orthogonal block designs

considered in the usual sense, while D-optimality arrl A-optimality may

re attained by balanced designs, or in unrestricted classes by orthogonal

designs, oonsidered within the generalized frarrework. rrhus only in a

special case the three eriteria coincide.

The rnain advantage of the present approach is that the various ooncepts

of defining properties of a design can be considered within Olle unified

theory.

FRASER, D.A.S. Qualities and requirerrents" in "ncdels and' inference

The recognition of various qualities in rrodel carponents and inference

IlEthcx:1s provides insight concerni.ng statistical inference. The view is

taken that statistical inference involves detennining what is ilrplied by

the nn::lel and the data, perhaps with additives. The distinctions arrong

"theories of inference" then rest on the additives, rather than on a
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ootion that ~ial ways of thinking will prcx:1uce sarething beyond that

inplied by the IrOdel and data. SCIre relevant qualities, arbitrary, des

cripti.ve, exhaustive categorical versus frequency, notational, necessary,

are discussed.

GAFFKE, N. Exa.ct D-opti.nal designs ·far 'regression IIDdels

GIDRYE, S .G.

•

Far the usual regression mxlel

EYx = y(x) = ~=1aifi (x) , x EX,

under the usual assunptions on X and the f i' the problem is to detennine

an exact (D-q>timal) design d* = (x
1

, ••• , x ) E >f with n observations,
-- n

which maximizes det M~ over d E }{!, where M~ =.1. (~ 1f. (x ) f . (x J ). .-1 k
u ,u n v= 1 'V ] -v 1,]-, ... ,

= Infannation matrix (per observation) •

'Ihi.s prOOlem is stu;lied tmder the assunption that there exists an

, awroxima:te D-opti.mal design e:* with exactly k SllplX)rt [X>ints xi, ... ,>ek.
A sufficient COIdition is given for D-optimality of an exact design having

the seme SllplX)rt as e:* aIxi giving alm::>st equal frequencies to. the p:>ints

xI. As CJR)lications polyn:mial regression on an interval arx1 linear and

quadratic irultivariate regression on a si.rrpl~are cx:m.sidered.

Discrete Aß>roximations to Continuous 'rb:iels -

Estimating the lDss ·of 'Infonnation

In nany problems, the rarrlan variables are cxmtiIll.1Ous-valued, but all

actual :realizations are discrete. statistical theory deals wi.th optimal

decisicms for the theoretical family, J, of cxmtinuous distributions,

whereas the actua1 problem <XXlcerTlS the family, 10 , of discrete approxi

natiens to the nerbers of J.

'Ihe talk will give abrief survey of the existing literature on the

problem of lass of infonration due to grouping of data, and will present

seme new results in teJ:ms of Kul1back-Ieibler infonration.

GYÖ~, L. Recent results on nonparanetric regression

estimate ard 'IIUl1tiple 'classification

Let (X, Y). be a rarrlan vector t.aking values in fi1 x R. The problem is to

estimate the regression ftmctian

mez) ~ lE(Y/X = z) z E R
d
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based on independent copies (X1 'Y1) ... (Xn,Yn ) of (X,Y). The OJncept

of weakarrl streng universal consistency of regression estimates is

introduced, and SOIre results on kernel clnd nearest neighl::or estinates

are reviewed.

The consequences of tmiversal consistency of regression estilnates are

shaYll for the universal consistency of nnlltiple classification rules.

HUBER, P.J. !'b:iels for bounded influence regression

Bounded influence regression has been proposed in various fonns by e
serveral authors (Hampel, MallCMS, Krasker and Welsch) as a device to

Cut down the poterl:tially dangerous influence of observations sitting

at influential IX'ints. We examine it critically fran the p::>int of view

of finite sanple minimax theory. The follONing conclusions are reached:

(1) Bounded influence re<37ession appears to be both too pessimistic 

since it safeguards against Nature selectively putting the gross errors

on the rrost influential points - and not pessimistic enough, since it

disregards dangers caused by slight biases in non-influential obser

vations. (2) Its recatllEIlda.tion is hoNever sound with regard to cutting

dCMl1 the influence of really high leverage IX'ints '(i.e. where the

diagonal elerrent of the hat matrix H = X(XTX)-1 XT exceeds 0.5) ~

JOHANSEN, S. Curvature of statistical rrcdels

I intend to give a survey of the recent literature on the awlication of

curvature in inference.

Curvature has appearerl useful in analysing the following problems.

1. Approxilration to distribution of teststatistics and confidence in- •

tervals.

2. Discussion of bias and variance of maxim.nn likelihocrl estimators.

3. Choice of par~ter transfomation.

Problem 1 has been treated by Beale (1960) who defined a rreasure of

curvature of the solution locus in a non-linear regression problem.

Box (1971) discussed the bias and shOMrlhow it oould l::e evaluated by the

renovable curvature. Efron (1975) discussed secx::>nd order efficiency and

the choice of pararreter transfonration was taken up by Hongaard (1980).

The general frarrev.ork of differential gearetry and i ts application to

Efron's ~rk is given by Th. Marlon (1978) and Arrari (1980).
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Bahadur effieiency at infinity 'of ~sarrple

rank tests

For deriving :results an Bahadur effieiency of n..u sample linear rank tests

at alten1atives far CMay fran the hypothesis, the concept of Bahadur effi

eiency at infinity is intrcx:1uced. A general fonm.l1a for the value of this

asynptotie effieiency is develq:p:rl, shaving the independence of the special

sequence of alten1atives, rrovi.ng away fran the hypothesis. Für a reasonable

test one at least should require that the test has high efficiency at alter

natives far away fran the hypothesis. This problem is treated by giving

general conditions on the sa::>res-generating ftmction of a n..o-sample linear

rank test under which the test is optinal (aca:>rding to Bahadur effieiency)

for each sequence of alten1atives, noving away fram the hypothesis. The

theorerns are applied to the Wilcoxon-, nonnal soores- and rredian test.

LIDLEY, D.V. The inevitability of probability

Iet the uncertainty of an event E, given an event F, be described by a

real nl.lIIlber x. I.et the description be givenapenalty soore fex,') if E

and F are both tn.te; f(x,O) if E is false but F true; and zero if F is

false. Then under assurrptions of additivity of sex>res for different

discriptions and admissibility of the scores it is shown that there

exi.sts a krx:'Mn flmction P (x) such that values of P (x) abey the rules of

the probability calculus.

5ince no such fimctians exist for descriptions which are significance

levels, cxmfidence levels or the p:.ssibilities of fuzzy logie, ~l these

ooncepts are tmSatisfactory and only probability (ar a transfonn t.hereof,

such as log-odds) is a sensible description of uncertainty. If f 1 (x,E)F

and f 2 (x,E)F are two score ftmctions, then P, (x,) = P2(~) wh.ere Xi is

the description with f i . If preferences betv-am scores ebnot depend on

the score functions then only a CCIlplete Bayesian description is satis

factory.

MAMMITZSCH, V. An axiaratic approach to best "estimates .in

linear rrodels

Let X = (X" ••• ,~) I randan observations af l.ll'lkr1cMn quantities

a = (a" ..• ,~) I , X be~g distributed nonnal with rrean value a.

Tc? characterize the "best" estiroation ~ of the UI"lkrlaNn a \&oe postulate

the following axians:
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Ax 1: If there is no funct:i0nal connection between a 1,···, an'

then a= X.

Ax 2: If (X" ..• ,Xn ) and (Xn+1' ••. ,Xrn) are independent with no

ftmetional (X)11l1.ection bet\Yeen (13.1 ' ••• ,am)' and (an+1' ••• ,am) I,

then (~~) I depends only on (X" ••• ,Xn) I , n < ffi.

Ax 3: If R, is a linear rrapping, 1 - " then ~) = R, (S) •

Ag an exanple it is shoNn that in case a 1 =..•= '\0; X1, ••• 'Xm i.i.d.
A -there holds a 1 = X, as is \\eIl knONIl.

This axicm:ltic approach is essentially due to H. Richter. •
NIIDERHAUSEN, H. Exact Renyi-type distributions

Starting with the Kolncgorov-SInirnov distributions, oonsiderable

efforts have bee.n undertaken to find at least sare exact' distributions

of Renyi-type. Instead of solving each of the related cx:mbinatorial

prOOlem:; seperately by ingenious hut special id.eas (like Andre' s

reflection principle) we use a general rrethod for evaluating certain

associated recursions wXier side corrlitions. This rrethcxl has been

derived fran G.-e. IOta's Umbra! calculus. Originally designed only

as a recipe for closed ~ressions of seme of these recursions, it

turned out to be even useful in ilnpr~g the recursions .themselves.

~ight.ed Kolnogorov-SJni.rrx)v statistics,' Kuiper- and Butler-statistics

belang to the range of api:>lications.

Balanoed incarplete block designs are krlcMn to be optinal for estirnating

t.reat:m:mt oontrast in a nonnal rrodel with additive treatrrent am. block

effects. Here ·we establish that BIBDs are optinal also for a maxiInal set

of estilnable pararreters.

PUKELSHEIM, F. A new optirnali.ty property of BmDs

•
M:>re precisely, carpeting designs nnJSt have support p::>ints which are

cxmtained in the s1JPIX>rt of the BIBD tmder investigation, and optimality

is evaluated by generalized rreans of order p E [-co, +1] of the information

natrix. The proof relies on a transition fran exact to approximate block

designs, and applies to the latter Kiefer-WOlfawitz type optirnality

characterizations .
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Asynptotic independence of distributions of

normalized Order statistics 'of the under1ying

probability rreasure

Let Z1 ~ ••• ~ Zn be the order statistics of a sarrple of size n.

Iet 1 ~ r 1 ~ ••• ~ r k ~ n and Ai = ri/(n + 1). If r i +1 - r i ~ 5

fer i = 1, •.• , k - 1, then it is proved tbat tmifonnly over all k

dilrensional Borel sets B

1~{[f(F-1(Ai» (Zr. - F-l(Ai»]~=l E B}
1.

.:. Qn{ (Z - A.)~· E B} I = O( (~) 1/2)
r. 1. 1.=1 n

1.

Q is the tmifonn distribution and P is a probability neasure which has

the distribution function F and th~ density f = F(l) • Furthenrore, it is

assuned that F(4) exi.sts and fulfills certain regularity condi.tions.

\e cxmjecture that this result still holds true if the condition

r i +1 - r i ~ 5 is TNeakened to r i +1 - r i ~ 3. It does not hold true

if r i +1 - r i = 1. In this case, a cot.mterexample shONS that for

certain Borel sets Bn

~lpn{[f(F-1(A.» (Z - F-1(A.»]~(n)E B 1
n - 1. r. 1. 1.=1 n

1.

- Qn{(Z - A.)~(n) E Bnll ~ 0
r i 1. 1.=1

if k(n)/n1/ 2 ~~ as n ~~.

RJKHIN, A.L. Universal Statisticale An estimator is said to be Wli.versal with respect to a class of lass

flmctions if it is (generalized) Bayes procedure for each lass ftmction

fran this class. The description of probability distributions and prior

densities, which admit an universal estimator with respect to the class

of all syJ'lIIEtric 10ss flmctions, is given. The georretrial structure of

these universal estimators is obtained. We also discuss the relation of

the universal estilnation problem for general transfonnation paranEter to

functional equations of the D I Alembert' s type.
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Testing for rnultilrodality

The problem of detennining the ntnnber of nodes in density underlying a

given data set is irrpJrtant in nany areas particularly in cluster

analysis. Kernel probability density estirrates can be used to obtain

a statistic suitable for investigating multim:x:1ality: it is easy to

prove a theorem which gives a computational rrethoo for finding this

statistic. A "sm::x::>thed bootstrap" rrethcxl is used to assess, in a natural

way, the significance of the statis~c obtained frau the data. In contrast

with IlDst srroothing problems, there is Da subjective choice of srroothing •

pararreter, either in tl1e calculation af tl1e statistic or in the assessrrent

of significance. A particular data set frau chondrite rreteors will be used

to illustrate the teclmique.

It is hoped that this particular problem will go sore way to illustrate

the follONing J:X)ints:

sare theoretical results can be used direct1y in practice. A teclmique may

be attractive if it is conputationally sinple even if its precise mathema.

tical properties are difficult to investigate.

There da exist srroothing problems where there is no arbitrcu:y choice af

srroothing pararreter.

A sinple nonpararretric approach can often be used in cases where it is

difficult even to fonm.l1.ate precise pararretric rrcdels.

sare Bayesian approaches to nodelling departures fran standard asstmptions

(such as nannality) will be presented and illustrated. In particular, we

shall discuss the detection and accxm:datian of outliers and the problem

of· providing robust analyses of tiIre series data. The latter has clo~

cormections with stochastic approximation ideas.

SMITH, A.F .M.

SPJ{JrvQLL, E.

Sone Bayesian approaches to robustness and

outliers

Catparison of rrodels

•
It is distinguished be~ nodel selection and rrodel canparison. ~-bst

existing criteria for rrodel evaluation are based upon neasuring tl1e overall

fit of tl1e various ITOiels. I t is ShONIl that in a certain sense the

canparison of two rrodels (or pararreter values) is nost efficiently done

by calculating the significance probabilities of each m:rlel versus the
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others. The idea is extended to situations with an infinite number of

pararreters. If one has sare way of estimating a "best ll rrodel, allother

rrodels may be evaluated by testing against the best m:rlel. For cases

where the m:xiels ma.y be pararretrized with a single pararreter one gets

a curve describing the nacceptability" of the various values. One IlUlSt,

however, calculate the effect of the fact that the best rrcdel is selected

in light of the data.

WALK, H. Optimization by stochastic approximation

There are treated, by st.ochastic approximation, prC?blems of minimizing

a regression functi<?Jl of several variables without and with constraints

which in the latter case are given by regression functions, too. The

functions need not be convex. - As to the first problem an argurrent of

Kuslmer is nn:lified and sirrplified by using sumnability the<Jr'.l. - In the

case of constraints a prinal-dual rrethod is PrQIX>sed which in i ts primal

part cxmsists of a sequence of inexact multi-step minimizations with

stofPing ru.les. Under regularity assurrptions Olle obtainsan a. 5 •

approximation of the optirTal value of the prinBl and the dual problem;

tmder further regularity assunptions, especially uniqueness of a saddle

point, one obtains a.s. convergence to this p:::>int, the final degeneration

of the procedure into a sequence of one-step subroutines and a ftmctional

central limit theorem.

WIERICH, W. Optinal designs for a special covariance nndel

We consider a special linear m:rlel of covariance analysis with one

qualitative factor of influence (treat:nent), box> quantitative factors

of influence (oovariates) which may vary in a cc:repa.ct interval, and

linear regression flmctions. Under usual assurrptions (no interaction

between ANQVA- and regression part, \mcorrelated observations with equal

variances) the prablen of characterizing exact optirTal designs is discussed

for a) the regression paraneters b) the whole paranEter vector when (i) the

treatrrent rnarginals (ii) the total number of experilrents is given. Because

of the nan-existence of unifonnly optimal designs the. analysis is based

on the D-optimality criterion. It tums out that for given treatIrent

rrarginals the covariates have - roughly sp:::>ken - to be equally distributed

at the edge points. Besides a characterization of optimal covariates for
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special treatnEnt marginals "good" covariates are given for general

ones which allow the detenni.nation of optimal ("gocrl") treat:llent

marginals for the regression pararreters (the whole pararreter veetor)

for given total nunter of experi..rrents.

WYNN, H.P. Randan versus cxmtrolled experinentation

The debate about the cx:mtrast be~ controlled and "randan" experi.nent

touches many areas of inference. In the philosophy of science i t is

nentianed by Pq:per in the context of "micro" and "macro l
' experinEn- •

tation. It· underlies the old statistical argurrents alx>ut randanization.

In the social sciences there are questions a1x>ut the validity of obser-

vational studies. The problem lies behind the tmderstanding of SOlE aspects

of sequential statistical analysis. Related to this i~ the idea of dual

CXllltrol theary with "estimatian" arrl n oontrol" phases. In this tal.k \-Je

set out, with exanples, a sinple foundation for understanding the debate

and suggest tha~ a balance be~ the t.YtU kinds of experilrentations is

optimal.

Berichterstatter: V. Kurotschka
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